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AbeeoetThe temperature dependence of the Electric Field Gradient (EFG) in PbHfOs was studied in the
temperature range 25-22X by the Differential Perturbed Angtdar Correlation metbod. In the two anti-ferroektric
phases below ZlYC, not too close to either transition
temperature,
the EN.3 docreases as the temperature increa.ses
toward T,. Just above T, an abruptriseof EFG was ~bscrved indii
a criticanybehaving cottttibution to EFG.
The results are interpreted in terms of a model based on the local static as well as time-dependeut changes of the
electric enviroment, at a lattice site. In accord with the prediiti~ns of this model the results exhii etively
the P,’ tem~~ture dependence of EFG far from T,, where P, is the sttb4attice polakation, while in &se
proximity to T, the dominant contribution to EFG is due to the sus~pti~iity xq connected with the soft-mode
fluctuations. The derived critical exponents are in agreement with previous experimental results on related
compounds and with theoretical predictions. A hitherto unobserved additional component of V, was established,
behaving criticah~ at the antiferro-uaraelectric transition at 215°C.This new component is interpreted to originate
in local ktctuatiotts connected with the central mode.

In a

recently publishedarticle[I] we presented an analysis of a Differential Perturbed Angular Correlation
(DPAC) experiment in terms of a model based on the
local changesof the electric environmentat a lattice site.
This model relates the static as well as the time-dependent changes of the local ionic env~o~ent in (anti-)
ferroelectric perovskite type crystals to the spontaneous
polarizationand to the susceptibilityof the (sub-)lattice.
The predictions of the .model can be tested via the
experimentally observed variation of the Electric Field
Gradient (EFG) over the temperature range of interest,
particularly in the i~ediate vicinity of the phase transition.
The potential of the EFG as a sensitive probe of the
local charge distribution has been recognized for some
time121.Forker et aL[3]and independently,Klyucharevd
of.[4],were the first to demonstratethe applicationof the
DPAC as a valuable tool for an investigationof structural phase transitions via the associated changes in
EFG. However, their work on PbHfOXis lacking the
important data in the most interesting region close
enough to T,. Examination of the results of the above
two experiments reveals a similarity in their gross features. 30th results exhibit clearly the existence of the
three known phases of PbHf03, namely the two antiferroelectric phases of tetragonal structure below 165’C
and between 165and 21X, as well as the paraelectric
phase, having cubic symmetry, above 215°C.In the low
temperature phase both found a gradual decrease of
EFG with increasingtern~~~e and an abrupt change
of EFG at 165°C.In the intermediatephase an essentially
constant value of EFG was observed. Above 21X, in
the paraelectric phase, a small but finite value of EFG
was established,apparently independentof temperature.
However, two substantial dil’lerences between their

results are noticeable. Firstly, Forker et al. report a
moderate decrease of EFG to a value of -3OOMHz in
the low phase and then a discontinuous decrease to
24OhfHzjust above this temperature. This behaviour is
qualitativelyconsistent with their static lattice-sumcalculation based on the known temperaturedependence of
the lattice parameters. Cmthe other hand, Klyucharev et
al. observed a decrease of EFG to -170 MHz below
165°Cfollowed by an upward jump to -210 MHz above
T,. Such behaviour cannot be accounted for by the
change of the unit-cell volume, but indicates a critical
behaviour of EFG near T,. Secondly, Forker et al.
observed a sign&ant increase in the perturbation
frequency spread 6, in the intermediate phase, which
they attributed to an increased density of structural
imperfections in the intermediate phase. On the other
hand Klyucharev et al. found a constant 6 over the
temperature range -196°C up to 21X!, namely in both
tetragonalphases.
In the present work we investigate the temperature
dependence of EFG in PbHfO:, throughout its three
phases, with particular emphasis on the study of its
critical behaviour in the close proximity of both transition temperatures. To achieve this goal a highly stabilized furnace and tern~~~e
control system were
developed, providinga long term stability of better than
O.Ol”C.This made it possible to fill in the gaps of
experimental information, especially in the most important regimes close to T,, and also to resolve the
apparent inconsistencies in the previous works. We
found that the present results co&m the predictions of
our theory [ I] and exhibit clearly the critical character of
the EFG near the transition temperature.
The experimental details are described in the next
section. Then follows a brief presentation of the necessary theoretical background. The experimental results
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and a discussion eventually conclude this communication.
2. EXPERMWTAL

(a) Source preparation
The PbHfOy sample was prepared by sintering the
mixture of pressed equimolarportions of PbO and HfO-,.
About 15mg of the polycrystahne PbHfO3 were neutron irradiated at the SOREQ Nuclear Research Center
reactor. The sample was enclosed in a thin-walled
quartz-glass ampula. The activity of the source
(obtained through the reaction “%f(n, y) u%fJ at the
~ginni~ of the me~urements, was -IS pCi. To reduce
the dislocationscaused by radiation damage, the source
was annealed in an inert atmosphere for 24hr at -700°C
and slowly cooled to room temperature, prior to the
measurements.The effect of amrealingwas checked by
observingthe reduction of S (the width of the frequency
distribution,explainedin paragraphd of present section)
at room temperature.
(b) The cutrstanf temperature furnace
The samplewas positionedwithinthe sampleholder of
the highly tem~rature stabibzed furnace deveioped and
const~ct~ accords to the specificr~u~ements of this
experiment. The two principal characteristics of this
system are a stability of better than &WC during
prolonged measuring periods typcal for a PAC experiment (24-U)hr) and highly homogeneous temperature
throughout the sample (estimated temperature gradient
zO.OOl°C),The sample temperature was continuously
monitored by a Miniprobe type thermistor adjacent to
the sample within an isothermal silicon-greasebath. The
details of the furnace and the associated electronic
control and measuring system will be described elsewhere.
(cc)The c~i~c~de~e system
The 1.5x 0.25in. NaI(Tt) detector and a 1.5X 1.0in.
Naton- plastic detector, adjusted to respond to the
133KeV and 48oKeV y-rays of the ‘%f cascade
respectively, were connected in an essentially conventional slow-fastarrangementas described in Ref. [sl. The
time resolution r of the system was 1.1-l.4nsec FWHM.
(d) Theory of the perturbed angular correlation
The theory of the Perturbed Angular Correlation is
well documented and details can be found in the
literaturei6]].A concise resume foRows.
The angularcorrelation between two successive y-rays
emitted by a nucleus, in the absence of any extranuclear
perturbation, is expressed as:
w(e) = 1t AzZ’z(cos 19)

(1)

where A2 is a constant defined by the spins of the

particular nucleus, P?(cos 6) is the regular Legendre
polynomial and 6 is the angle between the directions of
emissionof the two photons.
An interaction between the electric q-pole
moment of the nucleus and a static electric field gradient
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EFG at the site of the nucleus causes a precession of the
nuclear spin about the direction of EFG which results in
a time-modulationof the angularcorrelation pattern. For
a polycrystaline sample this effect can be expressed by
modifyingeqn (1) in the followingway
~(8, t) = 1t A2G&f)P2 (cos e).

(2)

The perturbation factor G&f) is given by the expres-

sion

where on are related to the quadrupoie splitting of the
intermediate nuclear level and cm are functions of the
ratios of the u,,. The o, themselves are proportional,for
an axially symmetric EFG, to the precession frequency
&Q given by
eQVzI

OQ- 4Z(2Z- l)fi
where Q is the electric qu~u~le moment of the
nucleus, Z the spin of the intermediatenuclear level and
V,, is the hugest comment of the diagonalEFG tensor.
Averaging the Gz2 given by eqn (3) over the distribution of V,, due to strains and imperfections in the
sample and taking into account the finite time resolution
T of the coincidence system, the experimentally observed perturbation factor Gu is given by [7l
(G&t)) = $ u,, cos o.t x exp (- fo.*6%2)
n-0
Xexp(- $IJ~*S*~~

(5)

where 6 = AM/Wis the relative spread of the frequency
dis~bution.
3. RFsULls
The coincidence time-spectra of the 133-4WKeV
cascade of “‘Hf were accumulatedat 90 and 180”angles
at each temperature. To obtain practically reasonable
statistics, each measurement was performed for about
3Ohr. Thus, in view of the 43 day half-lie of the “‘Hf
about 20-30 temperature points were taken with each
sample. The perturbation factor AzG&) was then
obtained from the normalized time spectra NW(~) and
N&t) (after subtraction of background)

Typical examples of AzGn at diierent temperatures are
shown in Fig. 1. To emphasize the change in frequency
rather than the change in anisotropy note that the vertical scales are arbitrary. The experimental A2Gn was
fitted, using the non-linear least squares method, by the
function given by eqn (9. To eliminate the effect of the
spuriousprompt coincidencepeak the fit was carried out
starting at - 2 nsec after t = 0. The values of ~0, S and
the asy~etry parameter q = f V,, - V&/V,, at each

Temperaturedependenceof the electricquadrupole

Fig. I. Typicalexamplesof ASGP atditTerent
temperatures:(a). 25% (b). 143% (c). 217oCand(d). 22%. Timescale
in all figuresis 186pseckhannel. Channel0 correspondsto - 2 osec. The verticalscale is arbitraryanddoes not reflect
the magnitudeof the anisotropy.

temperature were deduced from the fit. The temperature
dependence of @Q and of the relative frequency spread 6
are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 respectively.
In the low temperature phase (below 165°C) @Q
gradually decreases from about 45 MHz at room
temperature to about 12MHz just below the transition
temperature. The asymmetry parameter q is apparently
constant, with a value of 0.920.1, close to T,. The
relative frequency spread 8 is -10% up to 150°C then
increases towards T, (see Fig. 3).
In the intermediate phase (165-215°C) 00 starts with
an abrupt upward jump to -35 MHZ just above 16X,
rapklily decreasing (within about 3’C) to 2OMHx and
then decreasing gradually toward 215°C to about 4 MHz
The asymmetry parameter 11 is evidently constant
throughout this phase with a value of 0.720.2. On the
other hand, S is about 15% over most of the central
portion of this temperature region, but rapidly increases
to ~45% near both transition temperatures. The present
results for the behaviour of uQ and S, except for the
sharp rise of 6 near the transition temperature, seem to
be in good agreement with Klyucharev’s[4] results. In
the high temperature cubic phase (above T~=215”C)
the analysis of the data clearly reveals an increase of uQ

when the temperature approaches the critical temperature T2 (see Fig. 2). The relative frequency spread S
increases also as T approaches Tz.
A most interesting effect was observed in the close
vicinity of T*. Within a temperature interval of ITT21c 5°C a small-amplitude structure of high frequency
wH was definitely established (Fig. lc). This high
frequency component is superposed upon the main, low
frequency time spectrum AZ&. The frequency of this
component is strongly temperature dependent and rises
sharply (within the 25°C temperature interval about T2)
from a value of about 4ooMrad/sec to about
1500Mrad/sec upon approaching T2 from both sides, as
shown in Fig. 4. The fact that the high frequency structure, characterized by its frequency oH, appears to be
linearly superposed upon the main, low frequency (0~)
pattern, indicates the presence of two diRerent types of
sites in the crystal. The relative amplitudes of the two
components represent the abundances of the corresponding sites. This permits an estimate of the abundance of the high frequency site obkring a value of
l-3%.
A characteristic feature of the critical fluctuations
within a region of AT = 1°C of both transition tempera-
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of the frequencies wo near the

tures is an unusuai increase in the spread of the data with the local pofarization. The second part was shown
points, preventingthe derivation of reliable vahmsof OQ, to originate from the fluctuationsof the ions about their
equilibrium positions, thus being connected with the
7 and S in this region.
local su~eptib~ity. These co~ch~ior~sare summarized
4. urscussION
by the explicit expression
In a recently ~b~jshed article It] we presented a
theoretical analysis of the temperature behaviour of V,
(8)
in perovskite-type crystals as measured in a DPAC
experiment. This analysisresults in ao expression for the
experimentallydetermined V2’ which was shown to be where P, is the (sub-)lattice spontaneouspolarizationof
composed of two parts. The first part was shown lo the (anti-)ferroeIectric crystal and xs is the sus~eptib~ty
originate from the static ~spla~ments of the ions caus- connected with a wave-vector q.
Let us apply the conclusionsof this theory to the case
ing a disto~ion of the cubic phase, thus being connected
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Fig. 4. Tem~~ture de~ndence of the highfre~~cy ~rn~und (HFC)near the PI? phase Thetis.

of an anti-ferroeiectric crystal (like PbHfOs in the
present experiment).Accordingto the theory, far below
T, the dominantcontriiution to VY is given by the P:
term. On approaching T, the behaviour of VZp will be
dominated by the largest term in the sum I;xpi, namely
the sublattice susceptibility xpB corresponding to the
Brillouin-zoneboundary wave-vector QB.This is justified
by the following arguments. Firstly, the critical
behaviour of xqR near T, is connected with the softmode fluc~t~ns x,@ 0:arOzwhere 00 is the freq~n~y
of the soft-mode. Secondly,the enhanced con~bution of
xoB near T, is connected with the q* behaviour of, the
phonon density, attainingits maximumvalue at the Brillot&-zone boundary.
The interpretation of the present experimentalresults
is discussedhere withinthe framework of this theory. It
is convenient to divide this discussioninto two parts: the
!lrst part deals with the region where the dominant
contributionto VY is due to the Pi term in eqn (8), the
second part considers the region where the fluctuations,
xs are dominant.
The temperature dependence Ofh&Q a v”6*p (See Fig. 2)
below
T, is expected to follow that of I?. Such
behaviour was con8rmed by Bhide[8] on BaTi below
I’, by a direct comparison between the independently
measured P: and V,. The generally accepted form for
the temperature dependence of P,, F, b:(I’, - T)@,
motivates the choice of VZp 0:(T, - Tj*@as the fitting
function to our data, below both T, and T2.Over most of
the low-temperature phase from R.T. up to -160°C
(which is about 5°C below T,) VI:’ decreases with
increasing temperature in an essentially linear way
conflrmingthe molecularEeld result fi = 0.5. Within the
SOCinterval below T,, (E= (Z - I”)/‘&5 10-3, the slope
of Vg” changes daily
(see Fig. 5), the critical
exponent #I a~g
a value of 0.~~0.07 and the fitted
value of the critical tem~rature yielding T,, =

164.4f 0.3“C.Extensive treatment on the subject of critical exponents can be found in literature[9]. Results for
/3 similarto ours were obtainedin an EPR experimentby
Milller et aLllO] for LaAlO:,for SrTi03. They report a
value of /? = 0.5 for most of the temperature region
below T,, while within E4 0.1 the value of g changed to
- lb. This result is also in accord with the predictions
of a 3dimensional Ising model[ll, 121. The NMR
experiment data of Borsa1131in LaAlG yield similar
results for /I.
In the ~o~es~n~~ YC interval (Fig. 6) below Tz we
obtaincdthevaluts~=0.16+0.04and~2=215.5f0.30C,
The possibilityof obtainingsuch a smaIlvalue for @was
already indicatedby theoretical arguments
[I l] as well as
by the results of Birgeneauet al. [ 141on K2NiF, where a
value of fi = 0.14 was obtained, and also by Singh and
Basulls] on KDP with /I = 0.16.
Forker et al.[3] have shown that the results below T,
can be qualitativelyaccounted for by a static lattice-sum
calculation. However, such calculation cannot explain
the new critical phenomena near T, observed in the
present experiment.
The critical behaviour of VZYabove both ~si~on
t~~~~es
is clearly exhtbited in Fig. 2. The sharp rise
of V2p,near both critical temperatures is in accord with
the predicted dominant contribution of xs in the proximity of T, as given by eqn (8). A linear fit of
[V:;p(T)]-’ a (T - To) yields To = 210r: 1% which is
about 5°C below T2. Measurementsof the temperature
variation of the dielectric constant of PbHfG reported
by Samara[ld] indicate a Curie tempera&e Tw e 125“C.
As Samara points out, 7’~ is the Curie temperature of
the Brillo&zone center (q = 0) ferro-electric soft-mode.
According-to Cochran’s[l~ model of the phase transition in PbHf@, the transition is induced by an insafe
,of the ~ti-fe~~~~,
Bag
boundary soft-mode, with a Curie temperature Too which
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s0ft-mode rations
affecting equally ail probe
sites in the lattice. The HFC is characterized by a

Fig. 6. Expandedportion of the UQvs temperaturedata near the
PE transition temperature.

satisties the relation To, < Too< T,. The present result,
e&t&g the ex&ence of such a soft-mode with Ta=
21#X ~~~~t~ as TM,is in agreementwith the predictions of Co&ran% model.
A similarlinear fit of [V?‘(T)J-’ vs T-TO above the
lower temperature phase transition at T,, yields a value
of To= 117%PC.
The superposition of the high frequency component
(HFC) upon the main time-spectrum,A2Ga (see Fig. lc)
was interpreted in the previous section as arising from
two different types of sites in the lattice. The critical
behaviour of the main component (of the lower
frequency wg) was dealt with above and attributed to the

relatively smallabundanceof the correspondingsites, by
a rather high value of its frequency (which is more than
about an order of magnitude larger than UJQ)and by a
strong temperature dependence near S, (see Fig. 4)
This new phenomenon cannot be accounted for by the
soft-mode fluctuations, since both its additive superposition nature and small abundance indicate that this
effect is of a loca&ed character. We propose here a
possible explanation for the origin of this effect. Pursuing further the ideas underlyingeqn (8) we attribute this
effect to an ~~tjon~ kind of suscep~~~i~ arisingfrom
a different behaviour of a smaU fraction of locaiized
regions in the host lattice. This high s~sceptib~ity is
caused by local fluctuationswhich are usually considered
as the originof the central mode[18,191.The coexistence
of the soft and a central mode is well established
experimentally in some perovskite compouads like
SrTiOs and others. The intensity of the central pe&
rises strongly like (T- TX’, becoming dominant on
approaching Tc. A commonIyaccepted approach for the
inte~re~tio~ of the central peak attributes its existence
to a small concentration of defects or impurities which
are more susceptii than the hostflg, ZQ].We attriite
the hiih frequency client
of V2’ to the suscep
tib&ty caused by the local tluctuations come&cd with
the central mode. Such description is capable of accounting far the main characteristics of HFC. The small
concentration of defects explainsthe smallabundanceof
the high V, sites; the rather high interaction frequimcy
is explained by the strong intensity of the central mode
near Tcand the observedtemperaturevariationof HFC CC
(T- T,)-’ (see Fig. 7) is in agreement with the temperature dependence of the central peak intensity.
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